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Abstract. This paper deals with ionismg radiation effects IX or i-rays) in ferroelectric

materials for electronic non-volatile memories. After the recall of main observations, mechanisms

are analysed and proposed to take into account the effects in PZT-based capacitors. Fatigue
of the hysteresis cycle are studied and linked to irradiation effects. As for irradiation, fatigue
shows a damping of hysteresis curves. We show that a connection exists between fatigue and

irradiation. A mechanism is proposed based on domain wall motion and pinning.

Rdsumd. Cet article traite des elfets des radiations ionisantes (rayons X ou
i) dons les

matdriaux ferro41ectriques destinds aux composants dlectroniques utihsant des couches minces

polarisables (mdmoires non-volatiles) AprAs avoir rappeld les types d'observations, on propose

certains mdcanismes pour ddcrire ces elfets dans les capacitds h base de PZT Les elfets de fa-

tigue du cycle d'hystAr4sis sont 4tud14s et interprAtds en les couplant aux effets d'une irradiation.

Comme l'irradiation, la fatigue par cyclage montre un aplatissement des courbes d'hystdrdsis
Dans cet expos4, on montre qu'il existe un parallAle entre les elfets des irradiations et de la

fatigue. Un mdcanisme est proposd bas4 sur le mouvement des parois de domaine et son empA-
chement progressif par dpinglage des parois.

1. Introduction

1.I. RADIATION ENVIRONMENTS FOR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS. The necessity of elec-

tronic components resisting to ionising radiations concerns various applications. It concerns a

field vast enough, such as satellites that orbit in Van Allen belts, equipments of the nuclear

energy industry (reactors, waste containers and hot cells for reprocessing of used fuels), and

also particles detectors placed in the vicinity of the great accelerators. In particular, one special
component is commonly used in any of these equipments, namely the memory.

Along their tracks, all the ionizing particles generate electrons and holes. For the muons

commonly encountered at ground level as by-products of the interaction of cosmic rays with
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atmosphere (about one particle per
cm~ per hour), I to 10 fC are generated per micron in

semiconductors, depending on the density and band-gap energy of the material. In space,

protons or heavy ion cosmic rays can directly generate much more, from 10 fC /Jm~~ to

I pC ~m~~. As detailed elsewhere [Ii, this ionization phenomenon leads to the buildup of

a trapped charge in insulators and of interface traps at the semiconductor-insulator interface

(permanent effects) as well as the production of photocurrents in semiconductor junctions
(transient effects). These perturbations of charges or currents cause the memory to loss the

stored information. The currently available devices have radiation tolerance inferior by several

orders of magnitude (2 to 3) to what it is desirable. Ferroelectric capacitors have been proposed

as a sure and elegant solution to solve problems of information stocked in such memories.

1.2. FERROELECTRIC MEMORIES. The ferroelectric non-volatile memory (FERAM)
con-

cept consists of a standard electric circuit technology (commonly CMOS although GaAs has

been cited) and add-
on

specific layers of ferroelectric capacitor in which the polarization dipoles

are remanently oriented during the storage operation of the memory. The ferroelectric capac-

itors consist of thin layers sandwiched between metal electrodes (typical structures of 0.2 to

0.5 ~m are described in Annex B).

1.3. RADIATION EFFECTS IN THICK FERROELECTRIC CRYSTALS AND CERAMICS. The

effects of radiations in bulk ferroelectric materials have been studied since the 1950s [2-5].
Various effects have been listed, for instance in the case of BaTi031 Ii) 13% decline of the

coercwe field at 3 x 10~~ neutrons cm~~ (it) phase transition forced at room temperature when

exposed to very high fluences of 10~° neutrons cm~~ [3, 4]. For the exposure to gamma rays

the coercive field in BaTi03 decreased 25% at 100 megar6ntgens [4], which is a very promising
result.

Other interesting pioneering works were reported by [2] and [5], which concerned slices of

cleaved triglycine sulfate (125 ~m thick). The irradiation with 30 kev X-rays first evidenced

the "poling effect". In single crystals, hysteresis loop was deformed as pictured in Figure I

left (a), in which the direction of the electric field axis shift is related to the direction of the

polarization during the irradiation time. The direction of the shift is positive if the crystal was

polarized in the state -Pr during irradiation, as pictured in Figure I. In m~lt~domam crystals,
of triglycine sulfate, the situation is pictured in Figure I right (b), where loops appear and

drift further apart and the capacitor degrade more [5].
The author concluded that the clean separation of the loops showed that the effects in part

of the crystal polarized in a given direction proceeded independently from the effect in region
polarized in the opposite direction. These observations in thick slices guided the work on thin

films exposed hereafter.

1.4. RADIATION EFFECTS IN FERROELECTRIC THIN FILMS. In thin layer of ceramic ma-

terials exposed to irradiations, few data have been published until this day [6-8]. This paper

brings updated data concerning PbZri-zTi~03 lx
=

80%), obtained by the sol-gel method.

These samples (thickness of 0.3 /Jm with platinum electrodes) have been prepared by the com-

pany ~'Radiant" (see [25]).
General observations (Fig. 2). Hysteresis loops keep the same kind of shape. The diminution

of Pr is well observed. The value of the shift is in the order of I to 2 volts at 100 megarad(Si)~
and does not depend on dimensions of the sample. A straightforward interpretation consists

in supposing an internal field superposed to the applied field. The corresponding value would

be approximately 35 to 70 kV cm~~. Furthermore, under this hypothesis, an estimation of

the number of trapped charges induced by the irradiation could be made from ~hQ
"

C~hV or
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Fig 1. Observations in bulk ferroelectric materials: hysteresis loop
m
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ferroelectric domains in triglicyne sulfate before (thin line) and after 30 kev X-rays irradiation (dotted
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Fig 2. Hysteresis loop before and after an X-ray irradiation of100 megarads (12 x 12 /Jm~
capacitor).

~hD
=

ereo~hE. With er £i 1500 (to the maximum), such a field would correspond to a layer
of trapped charges of Ds G£ 5 to 10 /JC cm~~

or Qs £t 2.5 to 5 x 10~~ charges cm~~, which is

a very large value. A more refined estimation could be made by using the differential value of

the dielectric constant, by integrating e(E) between zero-field to the measurement values. The

result of the new estimate is in the order of 10~~ to 10~~ charges cm~~.

2. An Analysis of Degradation Mechanisms Due to the Irradiation

Generation of charges. Ferroelectric ceramic materials present forbidden bandgaps of 3

to 5 eV (approximately 3.5 eV for PZT) and are normally considered as insulating. The

irradiation creates electron-hole pairs which undergo thq influence of the field existing in the
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different domains. One can estimate the value of this internal average field (Maxwell field)

~~
~~ ~x

~~~

But, to the microscopic level, the local field EL is much higher, even in the volume of a domain

(Lorentz field)

~~
~o

~~~

The location of trapped charges. Even in the absence of applied external field, a strong local

field exists (for Pr
=

50 /JC cm~~, EL
"

2 x
10~ V cm~~). It ensures that electrons and

holes created by irradiation are violently separated and are then trapped on impurities (and
modify their charge state, as it has been demonstrated by the measure of the spin resonance of

irradiated materials [9]). Other location of trapping can be lattice point defects, stoichiometric

defects, and grain boundaries [10]. As PZT is polycrystalline, a lot of traps are situated

on the surface of monocrystalline grains. The trapped charges create electrostatic boundary
conditions that prevent ferroelectric domains to propagate and that can fraction them. This

causes the diminution of the remanent polarization Pr.

Materials with small grains present therefore a larger number of traps by capacitor surface

unit [G]. This could explain differences between experiments made on sample from different

origins.

2.I. SURFACE oR PERIMETRIC EFFECT? For integrated ferroelectric capacitors of type
"thin layer", the aspect ratio between dimension of the surface of the electrode and the lateral

surface, related to the thickness and perimeter, is large. It follows that the number of grains
is supposed to be small in the axis of thickness, while the volume of the capacitor is composed
of a large number of parallel domains and grains. It is therefore interesting to obtain data

pertaining to the effect of the aspect ratio of lateral dimension /thickness. For that purpose, a

series of capacitors has been used with different perimeter /surface ratios.

Results are exposed in Figure 3. No effect of perimeter /surface ratio is visible, indicating
that the material is homogeneous. Grains and ferroelectric domains are probably distributed

uniformly and most of the effects concern the volume of the ferroelectric rather than the

perimeter boundary.

2.2. EFFECT OF APPLIED VOLTAGE BIAS CONDITIONS DURING THE IRRADIATION. In

this study, two conditions were used: either the capacitors were biased by a polarization of

5 volts exceeding the coercive tension, so that the orientation of dipoles is forced during the

irradiation, or the capacitors were left in the pre-irradiation state by applying only a zero

voltage.
Figure 4 it is clearly seen that forced polarization (well beyond the coercive voltage result in

weaker degradation. Figure 5 is reported the shift observed asymmetrically according to the

polarization bias.

This type of behaviour has been observed previously in this range of dose ill]. A shift along
the axis of tensions is observed as predicted by the rule "the direction of shift is equivalent to

an applied bias favouring the state of polarization initially existing in the material before the

irradiation" [12].
Under zero external voltage, as a consequence of equation (I), the mean internal field EM de-

termines the curve shift. For applied voltage exceeding coercive value, the differential dielectric

constant £(E) drops and the external field penetrates in the ferroelectric domains. In this case,

the external field is the driving force for charges motion. One can thus explain the "poling"
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Fig. 4. The polarization Pr versw the irradiation dose for three cases of external bias (12 x 12 /Jm~
capacitor).

effect as caused by the equivalence of the internal polarization with an external polarization
(bias), provided critical coercive values are not exceeded.

2.3. EFFECT oF ISOCHRONAL ANNEALS oN THE POLARIzATION PR. The "isochronal an-

nealing" technique consists in gradually heating the irradiated samples to enhance the rate of

different processes: electrical (detrapping, movements of charge) or chemical (change of oxida-

tion state, redistribution of ions, out-diffusion). The capacitors were irradiated beforehand at

room temperature (100 megarads under zero applied voltage). Then, the isochronal annealing

sequence took place: ii introduction in the oven placed at a given temperature, (2) anneal

during 10 minutes, (3) out-pulling of the sample and measurement at the room temperature,
(4) increase of the temperature by a defined step and reiteration of the sequence.
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Fig. 6. Isochronal annealing anneals curves of the parameter APr
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Pr+ Pj versus temperature
raise and descent.

Effect on the polarJzation. Figure shows that the polarization decreased as the tempera-
ture of the isochronal anneal increased. This graph also shows the return curve, obtained by

continuation of the isochronal annealing in a decreasing range of temperatures.
The "return" curve is flat, which demonstrate that the phenomenon of degradation is irre-

versible. One can therefore deduce that it concerns phenomenon such as migration of charge

or chemical defects.

Effect on the coercwe field. The same technique of annealing is applied on the study of

coercive voltages Vc+, i§-, and the central value 1/2 (i§+ + I(~). One can see
(Fig. 7) the

initial dissymmetry after irradiation, Vc+
=

2.8 V; Vc-
=

-0.G V, which results, as exposed
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Fig 7. Isochronal annealing anneals. curves of three parameters associated to the coercive fields

versus temperature raise and descent.

previously, from the "poling" effect due to the internal polarization state during the irradiation,
which directs charges asymmetrically to the electrodes.

The anneal tends to restore symmetric values of parameters, which is coherent with a mech-

anism of detrapping of charges.
In conclusion, it seems that the effects on the coercive field and on the polarization are

different (degradation of ~hPr, reco~~ery of i§). A hypothesis can be that the charges are

spatially localised in different locations and differ in activation energy for thermal realease.

They would be located in volume for Pr, causing degradation of the ferroelectric domains,
whereas for the coercive voltage i§, electric counter-bias would result from surface trapping,

notably at grain walls and at the electrodes. The annealing of surface charges would restore

the symmetry of the hysteresis cycles.

2.4. FATIGUE EFFECT DUE TO CYCLING

2.4.I. Association of Irradiation and Fatigue. The role of imp~rJt~es such that Ti, Fe or

Mn, and their consequences on the trapping of charge, has been noted by Mihara [13] and

Robertson [9], and can be understood as a chemical modification due to the ionic nature of the

chemical bonding of these species.
But it has been shown that the PZT could be considered as a semiconductor of large forbidden

gap of P type [13]. The injection of electrons coming from electrodes during the fatigue can

therefore lead to the trapping of electrons on the titanium, what can be interpreted as a

chemical reduction reaction Ti~+ + e~ ~
Ti~+. This reduction is accompanied by release of

O~ ions, consequently creating oxygen vacancies.

Oxygen or lead vacancies are point defects (associated
or

isolated) coming from the process of

deposition or created by anneals (notably under hydrogenated atmosphere). These defects can

act as trapping centers. Layers of P and N type can coexist, the lack of oxygen (at interfaces)
producing the N type [13] while ferroelectric grains would be P type. This mechanism has

been invoked to model the effect of fatigue in PZT. The growth of dendrite filaments during
cycling has also been observed and induces also irreversible degradations [13].

These fatigue mechanisms being mostly charge-related, it is interesting to couple irradiation

and fatigue studies to correlate the two phenomena. Tests have been undertaken on some
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Table I. Scenarios for irradiation/fatig~e experiments.

Symbol Fatigue before Irradiation Fatigue after

in Figure 8 irradiation (Mrad(Si), pol.) irradiation

+ No No Yes

.
No Yes (loo, +5 V) Yes

' No Yes (100, 0 V) Yes

A Yes (G x 10~ cycles) Yes (100, 0 V) Yes

APr/P r0

~~
G 5F6 Fafl@e +100 llrat(Si), 0 V

w G by1 100 Mrat(Si), 0 Volt

~~~ - GSF4 100 M rat(Si), V oh

+ GSF6 Unirratiatet

~~~

l
i~ i~

ii~ ii~ ii~ ii~ ii~

umber of cycles

Fig 8 Relative variation of polarization loss -APr/Pro
versus the number of cycles for four cases

of irradiation/fatigue scenarios

components in the two cases: fatigue and irradiation of order to verify possible conjugated
effects. The test system Radiant RTG6A has been used in the fatigue mode (Annex A) with

square signal (5 V, -5 V) and a period of 5 ms. Irradiation /fatigue scenarios are summarized

in Table I and results Figure 8.

As one can see, the irradiation did not seem to modify the fatigue behaviour under bias (com-

pare circles and crosses). The irradiation under zero bias favoured the post-irradiation fatigue.
But, surprisingly, the fatigue before the irradiation increased strongly the post-irradiation fa-

tigue- one observed a onset of premature fatigue over one decade of cycles (compare triangles
and crosses). The interpretation would necessitate to take into account the two mechanisms:

fatigue and irradiation, by taking into account bulk effects such as the movement of domain

walls since it is the Pr parameter that is concerned. In the absence of bias during the irradia-

tion, charges are probably trapped at grain walls, where polarization and domain discontinuities

occur.

When the fatigue cycles accumulate, the trapped charges oppose to the movement of domain

walls. More and more domains are fragmented in smaller domains in the different polarization

states, producing the phenomenon of pinning [14]. The net polarization is therefore decreased

and the phenomenon is growing under the both stresses conditions: accumulation of radiation

dose and number of fatigue cycles.
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Table II. Irradiation/fatig~e matrJz. Parameters of the Weib~ll distr~b~tion.

Symb. Fatigue Irradiation Fatigue o fl i

+ No No Yes 5.0 3.2 0

.
No Yes (+5 V) Yes 5A 3.G 0

' No Yes(0V) Yes 19.5 7.0 -15

A Yes Yes (0 V) Yes 9 2 -G

When an external tension is applied on electrodes, charges are more likely trapped to the

two interfaces with electrodes, according to their sign, the direction of the applied bias and the

local polarization state of domains. Their contribution to the walls pinning is therefore less

efficient, and the polarization is less affected. In summary, the fatigue test has been described

as the succession of three phenomena:

I. The free domain movement, without reduction of the polarization, during the first cycles.

2. The pinning of domain walls on defects or contaminants species, especially those bearing
trapped charges.

3. The fragmentation of domain: the end result is a diminution of the size of domain, and

therefore of Pr.

The small domains are less easy to cycle, this being due to the stronger influence of domain

walls (with
a larger probability for the pinning on defects). An increasing number remain in

the initial polarization state.

2.4.2. Application of Weibull's Law. We have found that a modified Weibull law could give

a reasonably good representation for all scenarios of irradiation /fatigue:

IT 7)°

Fir)
=

I exp
tiff j3)

where
r =

logic it ), i is the failure level pre-existing to the fatigue, fl is the form factor inversely
linked to the number of mechanisms in which the capacitor can degrade [15].

Table II gives the parameters matrix derived from Figure 8.

As one can see, the pre-irradiation fatigue affects strongly the parameters, more than the

irradiation itself. The large values of fl do not correspond to a single mode dominating degra-
dation, maximized by the irradiation without bias.

This observation indicates that the irradiation reveals underlying evolution of the material,
that could have be interpreted in the framework of a movement of domain walls, as it has been

made here, or as in [lG], or in the sense of chemical transformations [9,13]. Supplementary
work has to be made to clarify these hypotheses, and the applicability of the law of Weibull

could provide useful tools.

2.5. COMMENTS ON MECHANISMS INDUCED BY IRRADIATION, FATIGUE AND TEMPERATURE

2.5.1. Semicond~ctor or Inmlator? The ferroelectric ceramics have large bandgaps (3 to

5 eV, 3.5 eV for PZT) and are normally considered as insulating. However, in equation (2), the

large value of the spontaneous polarization tends to produce large electrical fields in regions
where the material is inhomogeneous because of the variations in the chemical composition
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(electrodes), the physical organisation (surfaces of grains),
or the dielectric permittivity (weaker

values £r in limits of grain [lG]).
In the semiconductor description especially, the charges generated by irradiation or injected

from electrodes are likely to move and to be captured distantly on trapping centres, thus

increasing the efficiency of the degradation processes.

2.5.2. Electrical Characteristics of PZT Capacitors. Conduction properties of PZT films

have been recently investigated by several authors [13, lG,17] and found to be a source of

controversy with regard to space charge or interface effects. The main difficulty in such studies

is the device-dependence of the conduction mechanisms. In particular, it is recognized that

MIM structures cannot be treated as simple devices with ohmic contacts, but rather as back-

tc-back Schottky barriers [10,18]. This description is therefore simplified because some effects

are neglected, such as the contribution of interface states, the polycrystallinity of PZT or the

grain boundary effects which affect the state of polarization of the ferroelectric. But it provides

a simple description to try to understand the electrical behaviour of ferroelectric capacitors
Different models based on totally or partially depleted back-to-back Schottky barriers have

been recently introduced by Brennan [10], and Teowee and Uhlmann [18]. In the framework

of these last models, our aim was to briefly discuss about the effect of irradiation on the

conduction properties of PZT films with Pt contacts

Figure 9 (left) shows J(E) characteristics of a virgin and an irradiated PZT capacitor.
No difference has been observed between the curves recorded under positive and negative
biases, confirming the symmetrical behaviour of such MIM structures (at equilibrium) from a

conduction point of view, even if, on the other hand, the CV characteristics exhibit a hysteresis
due to the ferroelectric behaviour of the PZT material (Fig. 9 right). From Figure 9 (left), it

appears that the conduction of the PZT requires a more complicated model than a simple bulk

or interface conduction model, usually applied to other dielectrics. In fact, three regimes can

be considered: a Schottky diode regime in region a
(between 0 V to

r-
3 V),

a ionization regime
corresponding to conduction across the bulk (region b) and a breakdown regime (region c).
The ionization regime can be assumed to be controlled by the ionization of defects and dopants:
it is thus space charge limited.

In Figure 10 is represented an assumed band-bending structure of the PZT capacitor. Five

elementary layers have be introduced: two electrodes with their barrier heights, two inter-

face Schottky diodes with their rectification characteristics and the bulk neutral PZT. After

irradiation, space charge regions should be modified, due to charge trapping. As a result,
JE characteristics are displaced (region a) due to the additional field induced by these fixed

charges which also affect the ionization regime (Fig. 9 left).

2.5.3. Modelling as a Semiconductor. The realistic modelling of C(V) characteristics uses an

equivalent system of diodes [13] and tends to confirm this concept. The modelling has to take

into account the volume (insulator) and the surface of grains, electrodes and the charged defect

vicinity (semiconductor). Compared to the situation of classical semiconductors, particularity

comes from the large and non-linear permittivity £r(E). The conclusions of the modelling

are that charge are screened by the large value of £r in the bulk of neutral domains where

the electrical field is approaching the coercive value. These regions are equivalent to a neutral

semiconductor zone. The internal field takes its largest values in boundary regions where £r(E)
drops because Ec exceeds the coercive value. In this case, the semiconductor is affected by a

strong band curvature.

The form of C(V) curves allows estimations of the space charge. Values can be found for

irradiated samples of sol-gel PZT in regions of grain boundary: 5 x
10~° cm~~ at the "surface"

and 10~~ cm~~ in the "volume" [13]. These values are in the order of magnitude of the charge
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Fig. 10 Assumed band-bending in the ferroelectric capacitor (After [10] ).

density proposed to explain deformations of the cycle. Effects of radiations could have therefore

resulted from the increase of the charge by trapping to surfaces of grain or in the volume of

grains. The diminution of polarization would result from the variation of the width of the

space charge.

The very high field reigning at the interfaces (up to 10~ V cm~~
on some nanometers)

can induce the ionization of the point defects: intrinsic (interfaces lattice defects, vacancies,
intersticials)

or extrinsic (impurities), which in turn contribute to the curvature of bands,
independently of the value of the gap or the depth of traps. The charges trapped on these

surfaces are less screened and contribute to modify the space charge by adding their own effect

on field. This ionization develops a space charge until the field at interface is screened and so

that internal neutrality of the domain is re-established [1G]. At this stage, the surface layer of
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the PZT material would have to be more likely described as that belonging to a semiconductor.

Practically, one can note that the diminution of Pr lo to 20 ~C cm~~) follows the estimation

of the trapped charge obtained by taking into account the shift of the coercive field (2.5 x 10~~

to 5 x 10~~ charges cm~~). The two phenomena would be therefore connected.

2.5.4. Modelling as an Insulator. Hysteresis curves after fatigue can also been understood by
taking into account layers of charge trapped in planes parallel to electrodes [19]. In this case,

contrarily to the model exposed in the preceding paragraph, the ferroelectric is considered as

purely dielectric in its entire volume, regardless of grain and domain structure. A generalised
picture could be made by superposing layers of charges so as to describe the trapping in volume

as indicated in [G]. That could be true in neutral regions, where the insulator character prevails.
However, none of these models includes the ferroelectric domain movement, therefore does

not give the kinetic aspect and is therefore insufficient. It could be noted also that the domain

walls are, in the absence of charge trapped in volume, the only location place where the internal

field and the polarization can vary because of the relationship:

div E,nt
"

0 inside a domain (4)

and

div E;nt
"

~
in the domain boundary (5)

£o£r

where p is the local density of charges (trapped charges, charged impurities, space-charge at

grain interfaces, etc.).
This situation makes field to converge on these discontinuities of domain and could increase

the trapping by channelling free charges towards these discontinuities. According to [13], the

redistribution of charge trapped could also occur during fatigue cycling, because of move-

ment of holes between unoccupied acceptor levels. The modelling would therefore include the

description of movement of ferroelectric domain.

2.5.5. Movement and 7Fapping of Charges Generated by Irradiation. The case of the in-

sulating Si02 used in MOS transistors is well known and can be used as a framework for

reasoning. However, it is nicessary to note that the dielectric constant of Si02 is remarkably
weak (3.8) and that consequently, the average field EM and the local field EL differ little. The

situation is very different in PZT. In Si02, after having been generated and separated, charges

are swept to electrodes due to the strong field applied on electrodes (in the order I MV cm~~),

or trapped on defects, or recombined with trapped charge of opposite sign.
In PZT, the situation is described as deriving from a strong local field that improves the

separation of pairs, but beyond, the average movement is weak because it results from a weak

internal field in the volume of domains. This could favour the in sit~ trapping on existent

defects in the volume of domains. An argument indicating that the movement of carrier is of

weak amplitude has been given in [G], showing that the irradiation at 77 K or at the room

temperature produces the same result (either biased at +5, -5 V or at zero
voltage) If at

77 K, the movement of carriers is thought to be frozen (as in the case of Si02), the conclusion

is that this movement of carriers is also very weak to room temperature.

2.5.6. Location of 7Fapped Charges

Hypothesis of Trapping in Volume. As a result of these considerations, some trapping cen-

tres could find their origin in the ionic behaviour of the PZT oxide and could be distributed

evenly in the capacitor. The trapping in volume could have easily explain the value of the shift

~hEc ££ I volt corresponding to 10~~ charge cm~~,
or 3 x 10~~ charges cm~3, value which is co-

herent with the estimated doping density derived from the modelling of the Shottky capacitor
(Ref. [13], and Sect. 2.5.3).
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Table III. Experimental data on thin film materials.

Type Origin Fast Dose Dose Rate Reference

Neutrons

n
cm~~ rad(Si) s~~

i or X-rays]

KN03 Univ. Colorado #5 x 10~ 11) > 2 x 10~~

PbTi03 > 101~ > 107 ii) >1.2 x 10~~ [21]

PZT 101~/101~ [22]

PZT Krysalis 3 x
10~ ii)

[G]

PZT Univ. Arizona m10~ ii)

PZT Univ. Colorado > 5 x
10~ 11) [20]

PZT Krysalis > 10~(1) > 1.2 x 10~~ [24]

PZT Arizona. Univ.

PZT National Semic. 10~ ii)

PZT National Semic. > 107 11) [14]

PZT Sandia Nat. Lab. 0.5 to 2 x ii)
[G]

Hypothesis of Trapping at Surface. On the other hand, as PZT is a
polycrystalline material,

a lot traps could have be situated on surfaces of monocrystalline grain. A major cause of

differences in the tolerance to irradiations could come from the quality of grains and their

total surface, the relevant data thus being the total grain surface by unit of surface of the

capacitor. Materials of small granularity would produce therefore a large number of traps by
unit of capacitor surface. This would be prejudicial to the tolerance to ionising irradiations [G].

So as to compare the data from various sources concerning the ferroelectric material, we have

examined the graphs of the remanent polarization versw dose and applied a unifying criterion.

The criterion for capacitors degradation in dose or neutrons exposure was ~hPr/Pr
=

-20% (no
bias during radiation). The criterion for dose rate was the absence of stored state corruption
after a very short exposure (10 to 100 nanoseconds) [7]. Strong differences can be noted in

the sensitivity to irradiations between sample of different origins and preparation methods

(for instance from [G], Krysalis corporation versw and Sandia National Labs.), in connection

with differences observed in TEM micrographs: 3-4 grains in the thickness for Krysalis, to be

compared to one grain along the axis of thickness for Sandia.

The proportion of grain surfaces could explain differences in radiation tolerance (hardness)
shown in Table III.

The Effect of Radiation Type and Energy. In this Table, I MeV i-rays refers to 1.25 MeV

6°Co, whereas X-rays refer to Aracor "10 kev" irradiation spectrum (see Annex B). In that

case, rad(PZT) and rad(Si) notably differ, and we could find out that the conversion factor

was about 4.5 (cf. Annex B, Tab. V).

More refined comparison between X-rays and i-rays must take into account absorption
profile. This is developed in the Annex B of this paper.
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3. Conclusions

The irradiation is a tool allowing to simulate some aspects the fatigue and to complete the

study. We propose to interpretation by distinguishing:

the role of interfaces with electrodes (semiconductor aspect, structure to analogous a

Schottky diode),

the effects in volume, dominated by stoichiometry defects (O, Pb), and metallic elements.

Irreversible dendrite growths are foreseeable both as result the fatigue and the irradiation,

the effects of domains and grain structure.

The data show the notable interest of ceramic materials ferroelectric in thin layer to stock

the information, not only of non-volatile manner, what is usual and well known, but so that

the information subsists in all known radiation ambience. These characteristics are a unique

property of these materials.

Although the choice of samples from RADIANT is arbitrary, the comparison with bibli-

ographical data or results from other teams shows that observations and mechanisms seem

general.
However, more refined studies are

conceivable, using for example measures of electronic

paramagnetic resonance to determine the variation of the charge state of ions (Fe, Mn, Ti ..).
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Annex A. Conditions of Measurement

The test Radiant system RTGGA [25] provides two modes to characterize ferroelectric capacities,
the "Sawyer-Tawyer" mode or the "Virtual Mass" mode (i,e. integrator with operational
amplifier). This latter mode is employed in this study. The period of the saw tooth for the

measurement of the hysteresis cycle is 220 ms, and the width of triangular pulses is 2 ms The

parameter brought in this study is the remanent polarization Pr. In the case of the irradiation

under zero external bias (applied on
electrodes), the capacity is in fact internally polarized

negatwely, because of the remanent polarization. Indeed, the RTGGA leaves capacities in the

negative state -Pr after the last measurement (the last part of the sequence of measurement

consists of a negative triangle operating beyond the coercive field value). This explains that

observed drifts go in general in the direction of positive applied voltages.

Annex B. Conditions of Irradiation and Dosimetry

The conditions of the irradiation and the order of magnitude of units employed are as follows:

. a tube to X-rays with tungsten anticathode fed by G0 kV, with the result that the

spectrum consists of the tungsten L-lines plus bremsstrahlung background ranging from

G-7 kev to G0 kev. This spectrum is often simplified and in the case of Si or Si02, is

often described as equivalent to a monoenergetic line at 10 kev [2G].
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Table IV. Atomic n~mbers and atomic absorption lines of interest for materJals wed in

PZT capacitors and memories. Also mentioned: t~ngsten emission lines wed m X-ray t~bes.

Element O Si Ti Zr W Pt Pb

Z number 8 14 22 40 74 78 82

Kline 0.533 1.84 4.970 18.0 G9.52 78.39 88.0

L Lines (kev) 0.024 0.15 0.5G3 2.53 12.10 13.88 15.9

0.009 0.099 0.4G2 2.31 11.54 13.27 15.2

0.009 0.100 0.45G 2.22 10.21 11.56 13.0

.
the unit expressing the quantity of absorbed energy is the rad(Si). A megarad corresponds
here to the absorption of 10 Joules by gram. This energy is partly converted in ionization.

By analogy with semiconductors, one can evaluate the number of pair electron-generated
holes as being in the order 10~~ e-h pairs by cm~. The rate of the irradiation is in the

order 10 megarad hour~~.

However, the L tungsten lines emitted by the X-ray tube are at slightly higher energy (10.21

to 12.I kev, see Tab. IV). Therefore, Pt electrodes and PZT photoelectric absorption lines

strongly absorb the X-ray spectrum. This makes the "10 kev" approximation not so valid

as in the case of Si, and this produces stronger dose deposition and photoelectrons emission.

Photoelectrons are responsible for additional dose deposition, causing dose enhancement in

light or depletion in heavy materials at interfaces. This effect is well-known and is so-called

the non-equilibrium dose distribution. Up to now, these studies have been rather overlooked

and that is why intercomparison of published works sometimes ambiguous.

The PHOTCOEF~~ software has been used to assess and clarify dose enhancements in PZT

(Tab. V). This program [27] performs calculations of photon interaction coefficient and derives

equilibrium or non equilibrium total dose for monoenergetic or user-defined spectra. The dose

enhancement algorithm has been described by Garth and Burke [28]. Three spectra were used:

monoenergetic 1.25 MeV representing the two 1.17 and 1.33 MeV lines, monoenergetic 10 kev

and real spectrum as given for tube operated at G0 kV [2G]. The dose in silicon is the equilibrium

dose as measured in a PIN calibration or in a dosimeter (~°Co). The PZT capacitor is assumed

to consist of an 0.3 ~m PbZro_2Tio 803 layer sandwiched between two platinum electrodes

(0 ~m thick),
on top of a 3 ~m silicon slab. The rad(PZT) are calculated by taking the dose

enhancement into account. The Si02 data are placed to show the consistency of the results

as compared to the commonly accepted ratio for 10 kev spectrum delivered by the tube of

Aracor irradiator model 4100: this standard value is 0.5G [2G].

From the dose profile examination, it can be shown that platinum electrodes play a significant
and beneficial role in avoiding dose depletion from high-Z material (PZT) to the low-Z material

(Si or
Si02), and the PZT profile appears at equilibrium, with interface dose enhancements of

only 10% with respect to the inner PZT dose. Note that the case would be completely different
if different electrodes were used (Al, Sn-Ag, Ga, In, Pd, Pb cited in [29]). Photcoef also allowed

to assess the dose enhancement induced in the underlying silicon layer by the sandwiched layers
Pt/PZT/Pt: photoelectron flux injected from Pt into Si lead to enhancement factors of 2.I for

10 kev and 1.3 for Aracor spectra. Compared to monoenergetic 10 kev, the Aracor spectrum

leads to higher dose deposition in PZT but less enhancement in silicon. This can be explained
by the more complex structure of Aracor spectrum ranging from G-7 kev to 60 kev By referring
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Table V. CoejJic~ents gwing the number of rad(mater~al) for
one

rad(Si)
m the Pt/PZT/Pt

capacitor (Photcoef calculation).

Photon energy rad(PZT) /rad(Si) rad(Si02)/rad(Si)

Monoenergetic 1.25 MeV (~°Co) 1.23 1.01

Monoenergetic 10 kev 3.00 0.55

Tube spectrum L-lines + bremstrahlung 4.50 0.55

(at High Voltage
=

G0 kV)

to Table V, one can picture that Aracor spectrum interact strongly with most of the L line,
thus reducing the photoelectrons energy and mean free paths.

These results allow to link Aracor 10 kev irradiation and ~°Co deposited doses. For simpli-
fication, all the results in this paper will be nevertheless expressed in rad(silicon); rad(PZT)
will be obtained from rad(Si) by- multiplication by 4.5 when obtained in Aracor 10 kev and

1.23 when in 1.25 MeV ~°Co. For comparison, it can be recalled that rad(Si02) are obtained

by multiplying by 0.55 and I. But care should be taken in low energy X-ray irradiation. Dose

expression rad(Si) as well as r6ntgen without mentioning the spectrum could lead to heavy
misunderstandings.
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